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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 32 (1996), 147 { 162LIE ALGEBROIDS AND MECHANICSPaulette LibermannAbstract. We give a formulation of certain types of mechanical systems using thestructure of groupoid of the tangent and cotangent bundles to the congurationmanifoldM ; the set of units is the zero section identied with the manifoldM . Westudy the Legendre transformation on Lie algebroids.0. IntroductionThe purpose of this paper is not to prove new results but to investigate certainelementary tools utilized in Analytical Mechanics, mainly in C. Marle's paper [M]and in A. Weinstein's paper [W]. Some ideas are suggested by the papers of P.Dazord [D] and I. Vaisman [V].The motion of a point in a Euclidian space can be described by the solution ofthe Newton equation md2 xdt2 = F ;where d2xdt2 represents the acceleration and F the force; with suitable unities wemay suppose that m = 1.When studying more general mechanical systems (especially constrained me-chanical systems) it is more dicult to dene the acceleration and the forces. Allauthors (see for instance [A], [A.M], [G], [H], [S]) do not agree on the denitions.For instance the constraint force is a vector eld or a Pfaan form; there is alsoan ambiguity about the origin of vectors and covectors.To unify the terminology we have used the groupoid structure of the bundlesTM and T M . Each ber is endowed with an ane structure. The set of unitsis the zero section identied with the manifold M . The Lie algebroid of thesegroupoids is the vertical bundle along the zero section. We distinguish vectors andcovectors whose origin lies in the zero section from elements whose origin lies inthe bers (called lifted elements).1991 Mathematics Subject Classication : 70H35, 70F25, 53C99.Key words and phrases: Lie groupoid, Lie algebroid, constrainedmechanical system, Legendretransformation.Lecture presented by P. Libermann on the 6th InternationalConference DierentialGeometryand Applications, Brno, August 28 { September 1, 1995.
148 PAULETTE LIBERMANNWe point out the importance of semi-basic forms, notion introduced by G. Reeband developed in [G] and [L.M]. On the cotangent bundle T M (or on any vectorbundle endowed with a symplectic structure such that the bers are lagrangiansubmanifolds, for instance the tangent bundle when there exists a Legendre trans-formation TM ! T M ), the symplectic duality carries the vertical vector eldsonto the semi-basic 1-forms. On the other side the dierence of two vector eldson TM dening second order dierential equations is a vertical vector eld. Weremark that a section of the vector bundle T M M T M ! T M can be inter-preted either as a vertical vector eld or as a semi-basic 1-form, which explainsthe ambiguity dening the constraint force eld.Following [M], we make use of the Lagrange dierential introduced by W. Tul-czyjew [T] and generalized by many authors, in particular I. Kolar [Ko].We investigate the Legendre transformation for Lie algebroids as was initiatedby A. Weinstein [W]; we study in particular the Lie algebroid J
1
TM and theLie algebroid of a symplectic groupoid but we do not tackle the theory of Liebialgebroids.All manifolds and mapping are supposed to be smooth i.e. C1. For any manifoldW , the projections of the tangent bundle TW and cotangent bundle T W ontoW are denoted respectively by p and q.1. Some facts about Lie algebroidsA vector bundle  : A !M over a n-dimensional manifoldM is a Lie algebroidif it satises the following properties:a) the vector bundle is equipped with a Lie algebra structure [ ; ] on its spaceof sections.b) there exists a bundle map % : A! TM (called the anchor map) which inducesa Lie algebra homomorphism (also denoted %) from sections of A to vector eldson M .c) for any smooth function f on M and any pair (; ) of sections of A, thefollowing identity is satised(1) [f; ] = f [; ]  (%()f) :We consider adapted local coordinates (x1 ; : : : ; xn; 1 ; : : : ; r) on A, where thexi's are local coordinates on M , the j's are linear coordinates on the bers,associated with a basis i of sections of the Lie algebroid. Then the bracket andanchor map may be expressed(2) [i; j] =X ckijk%(i) =X aij @@xjwhere the ckij and aij are smooth functions on M .This notion is due to J. Pradines [P] who has proved that with any Lie groupoidis attached a Lie algebroid as follows (see [L
5
]). Let    ! !  0 be a Lie groupoid
LIE ALGEBROIDS AND MECHANICS 149with base  
0
(the set of units). An innitesimal displacement in the sense of C.Ehresmann [E] is a vector tangent to a -ber, with origin at u 2  
0
. The set of allinnitesimal displacements is a vector bundle A( ). According to J. Pradines [P],any local section U    ! A( ) extends to a vector eld tangent to the -bersand invariant under the right translations. It results that the sheaf of germs ofsection of A( ) is a Lie algebra sheaf and hence the vector bundle A( ) !  
0
isa Lie algebroid with anchor map T : A( ) ! T 
0
. In our previous papers A( )was written depl . For more details see for instance [L
5












] that the vector bundle TH=GL(n;R)!M is isomorphicto J
1
TM !M , where J
1
TM is the set of 1-jets of sections of the tangent bundleTM ! M . This isomorphism induces a Lie algebroid structure an J
1
TM ! M ,the anchor map being the natural projection J
1
TM ! TM .This property extends to JqTM , isomorphic to THq=Lqn, when we consider theq-jets. 3. The dual of a Lie algebroidP. Dazord and D. Sondaz [D.S] have proved the following theorem: Given avector bundle A !M endowed with a Lie algebroid structure, its dual A !Mis endowed with a homogeneous Poisson structure i.e. L(Z) =   where Z isthe dilations vector eld on A and  is the Poisson bivector eld. Conversely ifA is endowed with a homogeneous Poisson structure, then A is endowed with aLie algebroid structure.
150 PAULETTE LIBERMANNThis theorem generalizes two situations: if M is a point, then A = g (Liealgebra). We recover the Lie-Poisson structure on g. If A = TM , we obtain thenatural symplectic structure of T M .We shall explain the rst part of the theorem following the paper by A. Wein-stein [W]. As the dierentials of the functions that are ane on each ber spanthe cotangent space at each points of A, the Poisson bracket is known if we knowthe Poisson bracket for any pair of ane functions on the bers. The functionsconstant on the bers are the pullbacks of functions on M while the functionslinear on bers are identied with sections of A. Hence if f and g are functions onM , ,  are sections of A, we get(3) ff; gg = 0; ff; g = %()  f; f; g = [; ] :Using local coordinates (x1 ; : : : ; xn; 1 ; : : : ; r) on A corresponding to adaptedlocal coordinates (x1 ; : : : ; xn; 1 ; : : : ; r) on A, as in section 1, we may write(4) fxi; xjg = 0 fi; jg =X ckijk fxi; jg = ajiIn the case of an integrable subbundle of TM , the dual A is the cotangentbundle along the leaves of the corresponding foliation. When A is the gauge Liealgebroid identied to TP=G, then A is T P=G; its Poisson structure is inducedby the symplectic structure on T P .We have to notice that J
1
T M is not the dual of J
1








! M be vector bundles over the samemanifoldM ; then the ber product E
1
M E2 is dened byE
1
M E2 = (x1 ; x2 ) 2 E1  E2 ; 1 (x1 ) = 2 (x2 )	 :This ber product can be considered as a vector bundle in 3 dierent waysa) this product is a vector bundle over the base M and E
1




















.Let  : E !M be a vector bundle and let p be the projection TE ! E. Thenthere exists a surjective map  : TE ! E M TM dened by(z) =  p(z); T(z)This map  may be considered as a morphism of vector bundles over the base E;then its kernel is the vertical bundle V E = kerTThe set B(E) = fz 2 TE; p(z) = 0g is the restriction of TE to the zero section0M of E.The set A(E) = fz 2 TE; (z) = (0; 0)g is the restriction of V E to 0M .
LIE ALGEBROIDS AND MECHANICS 1512) The zero section 0M of the vector bundle  : E ! M may be identiedwith M . Each ber Ex =  1 (x) may be considered as an ane space with adistinguished element 0x 2 0M . We remark that the tangent bundle TEx is theinverse image of Ex by the projection V E ! E. In particular T0 xEx = V Ej0 x (theset of all vertical tangent vectors to E with origin 0x).For v 2 Ex, the translation v is the map Ex ! Ex dened by v0 7! v0 + v;in particular v(0x) = v and Tv maps T0 xEx onto TvEx; so we get the bijectionx : Ex  T0 xEx ! TEx dened by x(v; w) = Tv(w); the inverse map (x) 1 :TEx ! Ex  T0 xEx is dened by y 7! (v; w) withv = p(y) ; w = T v(y) :We deduce the map  : E M V Ej0M ! V Edened by (v; w) = Tv(w) for all x 2M , v 2 Ex, w 2 V Ej0 x .We recover the map  introduced by C. Marle [M]. The vector (v; w) is thevertical lift of w with respect to v, in the terminology of Abraham-Marsden [A.M].3) The addition in the bers of  : E ! M denes a Lie groupoid structureon E for which  =  =  and the set of units is 0M . So the correspondingLie algebroid is the vector bundle V Ej0M . It is why this vector bundle has beendenoted by A(E) in the rst part of the section.We could identify A(E) with E but in the case of the tangent bundle E = TM ,we shall have to distinguish the two vector bundles.We remark that the anchor map from A(E) to TM is the zero map; so thebracket of any pair of sections of A(E) vanishes and the Poisson tensor  on thedual A(E) is null.5. The case of the tangent bundle TMLet T 2 M be the set of all 2-velocities on M i.e. the set of 2-jets from R to M ,with source 0 2 R.We know that T 2 M is a submanifold of TTM (see [L.M]); a tangent vector toTM which is a 2-velocity will be said to be holonomic.The submanifold T 2 M is dened by(5) T 2 M = v 2 2 TTM ;Tp(v 2 ) = p(v 2 )	 :So the projection $ : T 2 M ! TM which associated a 1-jet to any 2-jet is therestriction to T 2 M of both maps Tp and p. Thus $ 1 (0M ) is the kernel of p andTp; according to the rst part of section 4, it is the vector bundle V TM j0M i.e.the Lie algebroid A(TM ). In [L.M], the bundle $ 1 (0M ) was denoted by G2 M .Proposition. The Lie algebroid A(TM ) is a vector bundle isomorphic to TM ,with the same transition functions but the action of R onto A(TM ) considered asa subspace of T 2 M is dierent from the action of R on TM .
152 PAULETTE LIBERMANNProof. Let (x1 ; : : : ; xn), (u1 ; : : : ; un) be local coordinates associated with twocharts and F = (F 1 ; : : : ; Fn) be the change of coordinates. Thenduidt t=0 =X @F i@xj dxjdt t=0d2 uidt2 t=0 =X @ 2 F i@xj@xk dxjdt t=0 dxkdt t=0 +X @F i@xj d2 xjdt2 t=0 :If dxjdt t=0 = 0; then d2 uidt2 t=0 =X @F i@xj d2 xjdt2 t=0 :Moreover by a change of parameter s = ta (where a 6= 0 is a constant), we obtaind2uids2 s=0 = a2 d2uidt2 t=0 .Corollary. The bundle $ : T 2 M ! TM is an ane bundle whose associatedvector bundle is V TM = TM M A(TM ).Proof. Let v 2 and v02 be holonomic vectors tangent to TM at v; we may considertheir dierence w 2 = v 2   v02 . As p(v 2 ) = p(v0 2 ) we deduce Tp(v 2 ) = Tp(v02 );hence v 2   v02 is vertical. Conversely given v 2 holonomic and w 2 vertical, v 2  w 2is holonomic.A second order dierential equation is a vector eld X : TM ! TTM whosevalues are holonomic. From the corollary we deduce that if two vector elds onTM dene second order dierential equations, their dierence is a vertical vectoreld.Given a second order dierential equation X : TM ! T 2 M , with every 2-velocity v 2 2 T 2 M is associated the vertical vector w 2 dened by the relationw 2 = v 2   X$(v 2 ); contrary to what is written in [L.M], w 2 does not belong toA(TM ) = G2 M but the transform of w 2 by the translation T v (where v =$(v 2 )) belongs to A(TM ); this vector T v(w 2 ) will be called the acceleration ofv 2 . The vertical vector w 2 could be called the lifted acceleration.This notion of acceleration is not intrinsic; it depends upon the choice of thesecond order dierential equation X. So T v(w 2 ) could be called the accelerationof v 2 with respect of X.For any dierentiable curve  : I  R! M , its lift to T 2 M denes a curve : I ! A(TM ) called the eld of accelerations. A solution of X is a curve withzero acceleration. For instance if X is the spray attached with a linear connection,its solutions are the geodesics of the connection.In local coordinates (xi; _xi), the components of the acceleration are d2xidt2  P ijk dxjdt dxkdt . The acceleration is the covariant derivative of the velocity.6. The case of the cotangent bundle T MWe recall (see [L.M]) that given a vector bundle  : E !M a semi-basic formon E is a dierential 1  form  on E satisfying one of the equivalent propertiesa) (X) = 0 for any vertical vector eld X on E
LIE ALGEBROIDS AND MECHANICS 153b) there exists a unique morphism f : E ! T M such that for any y 2 E, theny = T y (f(y))c)  is a section of the vector bundle E M T M ! E.We have proved that  = f, where  is the Liouville form on T M . Converselyfor any morphism g : E ! T M , the form g is semi-basic.As the restriction of  to the zero section 0M is the identity map, for anyy 2 0M , we obtain y = f(y)i.e. the restriction of  to 0M is a form on M .By means of adapted local coordinates on E, the semi-basic form  may bewritten  = nXi=1 ai(x1 ; : : : ; xn; y 1 ; : : : ; yk) dxi :If  is written locally  = nXi=1 pi dxi ;the morphism f is expressed bypi = ai(x1 ; : : : ; xn; y 1 ; : : : ; yk) :Along 0M ,  is written j0M =Pni=1 ai(x1 ; : : : ; xn; 0 : : :0) dxi.If we consider the bundle q : T M ! M , the form  is semi-basic, its associ-ated morphism is the identity map of T M . In [L.M],  was dened utilizing thisproperty.As the vertical bration is lagrangian, for any pair (X;Y ) of vertical tangentvector elds on T M , the relation d(X;Y ) = 0 holds. Using property (a) of thesemi-basic forms, we deduceProposition. On T M , the symplectic duality X !  i(X)d induces a bijec-tion between vertical vector elds and semi-basic forms; in particular this dualitytransforms elements of A(T M ) into elements of T M . This natural isomorphismpermits to identity A(T M ) and T M .Corollary. A section of the bundle T M M T M ! T M may be interpretedeither as a vertical vector eld or as a semi-basic form.In local coordinates (x1 ; : : : ; xn; p
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154 PAULETTE LIBERMANN7. The Legendre transformation and the Lagrangian differentialLet L : TM ! R be a smooth function (the Lagrangian). The Legendre mor-phism L : TM ! T M associated with L can be dened as a morphism whoserestriction Lx to each ber TxM is the dierential dLx of the restriction Lx of Lto TxM . When L is a dieomorphism (then L is called Legendre transformationand L is said to be hyperregular ), the tangent bundle TM is endowed with a sym-plectic form 
 = Ld (where  is the Liouville form on T M ); the bers of TMare Lagrangian submanifolds of TM . As was proved in section 6 for the cotangentbundle, the symplectic duality induces a bijection between vertical vector eldsand semi-basic forms.Let E : TM ! R be the energy i.e. the function E : i(Z) dL   L, where Z isthe Liouville vector eld. It is known that the hamiltonian vector eld XE (i.e.such that i(XE )
 =  dE) is a second order dierential equation. So for any othersecond order dierential equation X, the vector eld X   XE is vertical and theform ' = i(X  XE )
 is semi-basic; this form ' induces a morphism f from TMto T M such that, for every v 2 TM , we have '(y) = T y  f(y). The form ' hasbeen called force eld by C. Godbillon [G].By means of local coordinates (x1 ; : : : ; xn; _x1 ; : : : ; _xn) on TM , the integralcurves of XE are locally solutions of the Lagrange equations(6) ddt @L@ _xi  @L@xi = 0 ; (i = 1; : : : ; n)so if ' is written PXi(xj; _xj) dxi, the integral curves of X are locally solutions ofthe equations(7) ddt @L@ _xi  @L@xi = Xi(xj; _xj)(see [G]). In terms of local coordinates (x1 ; : : : ; xn; p
1
; : : : ; pn) on T M , the mor-phism f : TM ! T M can be writtenpi = Xi(xj ; _xj) (i = 1; : : : ; n)These properties can be formulated as follows: the Lagrangian L and hence thevector eld XE being given, we associate with any 2-velocity its acceleration, asindicated in section 5; this acceleration belongs to A(TM ). When L is hyperreg-ular, TM is endowed with a symplectic form and the symplectic duality mapsA(TM ) onto T M . We deduce a morphism from T 2 M to T M , which is calledthe Lagrangian dierential and denoted (L) (see [M]). The notion of Lagrangiandierential was introduced by W. Tulczyjew [T].8. On constrained mechanical systems.Lagrangian point of viewWe shall use Marle's denition for such a system. A constrained mechanicalsystem is a triple (M;L;C) where M is a manifold, L a hyperregular Lagrangian
LIE ALGEBROIDS AND MECHANICS 155on TM , and C a submanifold of the tangent bundle TM , with the followingregularity condition: there exists a submanifoldM
1
of M such that C is containedin TM
1
and the restriction pjC to C of the projection p : TM !M is a submersionof C onto M
1
. The submanifold C is called the constraint submanifold. Moreoverwe assume that pjC is not a dieomorphism.Under these assumptions, for any x 2 M
1
, Cx = C \ TxM1 = (pjC) 1 (x) is asubmanifold of TxM1 and hence of TxM . For any v 2 Cx, the tangent space TvCxis the vector space kerTv(pjC). This vector space is called space of \admissibleinnitesimal virtual displacements" in [M]; in accordance with our terminology,we shall call it the space of \lifted admissible innitesimal virtual displacements".Then the set of all these displacements is the vertical bundle V C = kerT (pjC);this bundle V C is a vector subbundle of VCTM1 (vertical tangent bundle to TM1restricted to C) and of TCTM1 , and also of VCTM and TCTM .As pjC is a surjective submersion, the vector bundle (TCp) 1 (TM1 ) is the (nondirect) sum(8) (TCp) 1 (TM1 ) = TC + VCTM :As the Lagrangian L is hyperregular, for any x 2 M and any v 2 TxM , thesecond order dierential D 2 Lx(v) is a symmetric non degenerate bilinear form act-ing on TvTxM TvTxM and inducing an isomorphism from TvTxM onto T v TxM .According to [M], we shall say that L is normal on C if moreover the quadraticform associated with D 2 Lx(v) is positive for any v 2 Cx with x 2 M1 . In thiscase we obtain a scalar product on VCTM (restriction to C of the vertical bundleV TM ).For any v 2 Cx, we obtain(9) TvTxM = TvCx  (TvCx)?where (TvCx)? is the orthogonal of TvCx with respect of this scalar product. Wededuce the splittings VCTM = V C  (V C)?(10)and (TCp) 1 (TM1 ) = TC  (V C)?(11)If we consider the restriction XE jC of the hamiltonian vector eld XE to C, thisvector eld belongs to (TCp) 1 (TM1 ); indeed for any v 2 C, we have Tp(XE (v)) =pXE (v) = v, as XE denes a second order dierential equation. So we get thesplitting(12) XE jC = XC +X 0
156 PAULETTE LIBERMANNwhere XC is a vector eld tangent to C and X0 is vertical. We deduce that XC isa holonomic vector eld tangent to C.A motion of the mechanical system is a smooth curve  : I  R! M whoselift  1 in TM (i.e.  1 (t) = ddt t) is an integral curve of the vector eld XC .In terms of local coordinates (xj; _xj) on TM , we deduce from section 7 that is a solution of the second order dierential systemddt @L@ _xi  @L@xi = Xi(xj ; _xj) ;where the Xi's are dened by ' = i(X0)
 =PXi dxi.Let v =  1 (t) and  v the translation acting on TxM (with x = p(v)) (seesection 4). The tangent space TvCx is mapped by T v onto a vector subspaceFv of A(TM )jx, which may be called in our terminology the space of \admissibleinnitesimal virtual displacements" at time  . We get the splittingA(TM )jx = Fv  (Fv)?where (Fv)? is the transform of (TvCx)? by T v.According to formula (12) the vertical vector X0(v) is mapped by T v ontothe acceleration (in the sense of section 5) of the 2-velocity j 2t  with respect ofthe vector eld XE . Thus we obtain the following property which expresses theprinciple of d'Alembert-Lagrange: for any t, the acceleration of j 2t with respectof the vector eld XE is orthogonal to all the admissible innitesimal virtualdisplacements at time t.The constraint is said to be perfect.The semi-basic form ' = i(X0)
 on TM induces a morphism f : TM ! T Msuch that ' = f (as seen in section 6) and the Lagrangian dierential (L) ofj 2t  (in the sense of section 7) is an element f(t) of T M , called the constraintforce at time t.Thus the relation between the acceleration and the constraint force (whichgeneralizes Newton equation) is given by the symplectic duality.9. On constrained mechanical systems.Hamiltonian point of viewWe consider the constrained mechanical system (M;L;C) where L is hyper-regular on TM and normal on C. Let D be the image of C by the correspond-ing Legendre transformation L. The linear isomorphism TL maps V TM ontoV T M and VCTM onto VDT M ; in particular V C is mapped onto V D. We setW = TL(V C)?.We deduce from section 8 the splittingsVDT M = V D W(14) (TDq) 1 (TM1 ) = TD W(15)
LIE ALGEBROIDS AND MECHANICS 157We shall show thatW is the \projection bundle" of [M]; thus we recover C. Marle'sresults. For this purpose we shall study the links between the bilinear formD 2 Lx(v)(with v 2 C, x = p(v)) and TLjTvTxM .By the translation  v along the ber TxM , the form D 2 Lx(v) is transformedinto a bilinear form x on A(TM )jx  A(TM )jx inducing an isomorphism bxof A(TM )jx onto its dual T xM . The vector subspace Fv of A(TM )jx (image ofTvCx by T v) is mapped by bx onto a vector subspace fFv of T xM and (Fv)? ismapped onto the annihilator (Fv) of Fv into T xM .Now let us consider the translation L( v ) along the ber T xM . The image byTL( v ) of fFv is TL(TvCx); the image of (Fv) is TL(TvCx)? = WL( v ) .This property of W corresponds to the denition of W in [M], according to thesecond part of section 4. Remark that W can be dened when L is not normal;WL( v ) is the image of (Fv) by TL( v ) .The transform by L of the vector eld XE jC is the restriction YH jD of thehamiltonian vector eld, where H = E  L 1 . As XE jC belongs to (TCp) 1 (TM1 ),the vector eld YH jD belongs to (TDq) 1 (TM1 ).From formula (15), we deduce the splittingYH jD = YD + YW ;where YD is tangent to D and YW is a section of W ; YW is the vertical vectoreld, transform of X0 by L.The semi-basic form 	 = i(YW ) d is the form (L 1 )'.According to remark 2 of section 6, at the points v and L(v) the forms ' and are the pullbacks of the same element of T xM .This explains why the constrained Lagrange equations (7) and the constrainedHamilton's equationsdxidt = @H@pi ; dpidt =  @H@xi +Xi(xi(t); pi(t))are equivalent. Here we have identied YW and 	.10. The legendre transformation on Lie algebroids1) Let  : E ! M be a vector bundle. Every vector eld Y on E induces amap g = T  Y from E to TM .For any x 2 M and any y 2  1 (x), the vector Y (y) which belongs to TyE ismapped by Ty onto a vector v belonging to TxM ; hence p  g =  and g is amorphism.Consider now the map Tg : TE ! TTM ; the linear map Tyg carries Y (y)onto w 2 TvTM ; so p(Tyg  Y )(y) = v. On the other side Tp(Tyg  Y )(y) =Ty(p  g)Y (y) = Ty(Y (y)) = v. So Tg(Y (y)) belongs to T 2 M . We deduceProposition. Let  : E ! M be a vector bundle and Y be a vector eld onE. Then the mapping g = T  Y is a morphism from E to TM such that, forany y 2 E, the image of Y (y) by Tg is a holonomic tangent vector to TM i.e. a2-velocity.
158 PAULETTE LIBERMANNCorollary. If moreover there exists on g(E) a vector eld X such that the pair(X;Y ) is g-related i.e. Tyg(Y (y)) = X(g(y)) for any y 2 E, then the vector eldX denes a second order dierential equation.Denition. If there is given a morphism  : E ! TM , any vector eld Y on Esuch that g = T  Y coincides with , will be called admissible.The notion of admissible vector eld has been introduced by A.Weistein [W] but,contrary to this author, we keep the notion of second order dierential equationfor holonomic vector elds on TM .In the special case of the Legendre transformation L : TM ! T M induced bya hyperregular Lagrangian function L : TM ! R, we have proved in [L.M], thatthe hamiltonian vector led YH on T M is admissible for the mapping L 1 andthe image of YH by L 1 is the holonomic vector eld XE , where E = i(Z) dL   Lis the energy and H = E  L 1 .2) As for the tangent bundle, a smooth function L on the Lie algebroid  :A ! M denes a morphism L : A ! A (see [L.M]); the restriction Lx of L tothe ber Ax =  1 (x) is dened by the dierential of Lx (restriction of L to Ax).If L is a dieomorphism, then the Poisson structure on A is carried by L 1 ontoa Poisson structure on A called the Lagrange Poisson structure by A. Weinstein[W].With the notation of section 3, the Legendre transformation may be writtenj = @L@j j = 1; : : : ; r :Hence the brackets relations for the Lagrange Poisson structure arefxi; xkg = 0; n @L@j ; @L@so =XCmjs @L@m ; nxi; @L@j o = aji :Weinstein's result may be formulated as follows: the hamiltonian vector eld XEassociated with the energy E = i(Z) dL   L by means of the Lagrange Poissonstructure is admissible with respect of the anchor map  : A ! TM i.e. the mapT  XE is the anchor map. The vector eld XA is called the lagrangian vectoreld.Using a trivialization U  E of  1 (U ) (where U is an open set of M andE a vector space), we write E = Pj @L@j   L and XE = Pi @@xi +P j @@j ;then T(XE ) = Pi @@xi with i = XE  xi = fxi; Eg. Following Weinstein'scomputations, we obtain fxi; Eg = Pfxi; @L@j gj +Pfxi; jg @L@j   fxi; Lg. Asfxi; xkg = 0, we get fxi; Eg =Pfxi; @L@j gj =P ajij = (PjEj)  xi.From this property, it can be deduced that the projection ontoM of any integralcurve of XE lies in a leaf of the foliation of M determined by the image of  inTM .Remark. The hamiltonian vector eld YH on A (withH = EL 1 ) is admissiblefor the map 0 = L 1 from A to TM . Indeed let e be the projection A !M ;
LIE ALGEBROIDS AND MECHANICS 159then e  L = . As YH is the transform of XE by L, it can be checked thatT e  YH = T XE .The integral curves of XE and YH have the same projection on M . So theseprojections lie in the projections of the symplectic leaves of the Poisson structureon A.Examples a) If A is a completely integrable subbundle of TM , we are in thecase of a mechanical system with holonomic constraints. In this case the motiont! (t) of the system is determined by the restriction of the Lagrangian L to thesubbundle A. Then H is constant on the lift of  to A. We recover a result of[M].b) Let P be a principal G-bundle. The pullback to TP of a Lagrangian L onthe gauge Lie algebroid TP=G is a G-invariant function. The corresponding vectoreld on TP is projectable onto a vector eld on TP=G which is the vector eldobtained by the above procedure.11. The case of the algebroid J
1
TMConsider a vector bundle  : E ! M and the bundle  1 : J
1
E ! M . For anylocal section s : U  M ! E (where U 3 x), the jet j 1xs can be identied withTs( x) W where W = s(U ); it can be deduced that (J1 E)y, set of all 1-jets of sectionsof E with target y 2 E can be identied with the set of all vector subspaces of TyEwhich are complementary to the vertical subspace VyE. Consequently  : J1 E ! Eis an ane bundle. A linear connection C on E i.e. a linear lifting C : E ! J
1




T M . Indeed any local sections : U ! TM is transformed into a section L  s of T M ; passing to the jets weobtain L(1) . From what we have remarked just above, L(1) is the restriction of TLto the vectors tangent to TM which are transverse to the vertical bundle V TM .By means of L(1) , the structure of Lie algebroid is carried on J
1
T M with theanchor map   (L(1) ) 1 .On the other side, we have shown in [L.M] that J
1
T M is endowed with a2-form  = d   , where  is the Liouville 1-form on T M ,  the pullbackof the Liouville 2-form on 2 T M by the projection J
1
T M ! 2 T M . Thecharacteristic property of  is the following; a local section  : U ! J
1
T M is thejet j 1 ! of a Pfaan form ! on M if and only if  = 0. The form (L(1) ) has asimilar property on J
1
TM .Now if we consider a linear connection C : T ! J
1
T , it induces a linear connec-tion eC : T  ! J
1
T  and splittingsTTM = V TM HTM ; TT M = V T M HT M :A hyperregular Lagrangian L on TM inducing a Legendre transformation L :TM ! T M could be called adapted to C if the image of HTM by TL is HT M .It would be interesting to study the following problems.
160 PAULETTE LIBERMANNa) C being given, nd conditions to the existence of an adapted Lb) C being given, nd a hyperregular function L such that the geodesics ofthe connection are the projection on M of the integral curves of the lagrangianvector eld XE . This problem is a particular case of one studied by I. Vaisman[V]: given a vector eld X on TM dening a second order dierential equation,study the existence and generality of the Poisson structures on TM for which Xis a lagrangian vector eld.c) nd relations between problem a) and problem b).It is to notice that the connection C : T ! J
1
T induces a linear lifting T !THjGL(;R), hence a principal connection on H (see [E]).12. The case of the Lie algebroid of a symplectic groupoidA. Weinstein [W] has put the question whether the formulation due to J. Klein[Kl] (see also [G]) which produces the lagrangian vector eld on the tangent bundlewithout using the cotangent bundle can be extended to general Lie algebroids.We recall that J. Klein has introduced an endomorphism v on TTM , whoseimage is V TM and such that v 2 = 0. With v is associated a dierential dv suchthat dvf = P @f@ _xi dxi, for any function for TM . This endomorphism v may bedened as v = $  J (see [L.M]) where $ is the projection TTM ! TTM=V TMand J the isomorphism TTM=V TM ! V TM . Then given a Lagrangian L onTM , the 2-form ddvL is equal to the form L d dened in section 7.In general the isomorphism J does not exist for an algebroidA; so these methodsdo no work for general Lie algebroids when the dimension of the bers is dierentfrom the dimension of the base.We shall investigate the case of the Lie algebroid A( ), where   is a symplec-tic groupoid which may be dened as follows when the -bers and -bers areconnected (see [L
5
]). A symplectic groupoid    ! !  0 is a groupoid endowed with asymplectic from such that 1) the base  
0
is a lagrangian submanifold of   2)the -foliation and the -foliation are symplectically orthogonal.Then the bers and the base have the same dimension and the base  
0
isendowed with a Poisson structure.It is remarked in [A.D] that the symplectic duality 
# denes an isomorphismfrom A( ) onto T 
0
inducing a homogeneous Poisson structure on T 
0
and aLie algebroid structure on T  
0
. The authors have proved that this Lie algebroidstructure on T  
0
coincides with that dened by the bracket [df; dg] = dff; gg,where f g is the Poisson bracket on  
0




is themap dened by the Poisson bivector eld  on  
0
. This map 0 is also the map 
# where  is the anchor map A( )! T 
0
.Given a hyperregular Lagrangian L on A( ) (with Legendre transformationL : A( ) ! A( ), as in section 10) we obtain a lagrangian vector eld XE onE which is admissible with respect of . By the isomorphism I : A( ) ! T 
0(with I = 
#  L), we get a hyperregular Lagrangian bL = L  I 1 on T 
0
and
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eld XbE on T 0 , transform of XE by I, associated with thePoisson structure on T 
0
.On the other side the function bL denes a symplectic form ddvbL on T 0 andhence a vector eld YbE such that i(YbE )ddvbL =  dbE .In general the Poisson structure on T 
0
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